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Philosopher Ogres 
 
For five thousand years, hermits and philosophers have trekked up into the Bolzothan Hills to squat in caves and 
think deep thoughts. There was a rich tradition of savage argument over fine philosophical detail well ingrained in 
the local culture before the Awakening in 7,000. 
 
As the divine spark burned in the world, the thoughts of the philosophers took on shape and form and being. 
Massive boulders that had hosted intense debates and rhetorical flourishes for thousands of years took on the essence 
of those heady conceptual clashes, becoming self-aware and immediately pondering and arguing the ramifications of 
their new-found consciousness and its implications for other lesser species and materials exposed to cosmic energy. 
 
Other hermits who had sturdy self-esteem stayed in their hermitages, enjoying their new intellectual challengers. 
More thin-skinned hermits who got huffy over being out-debated by boulders departed. Scholars came to marvel at 
what they dubbed “philosopher ogres” based on their massive forms and analytical abstract conceptualizations. 
Philosopher ogres live until killed, time does them no harm. 
 
Philosopher Ogre. Like a big, lumpy, leathery, tusked boulder. 12 feet tall, 1,200 lbs.  
12 Wounds. Natural medium armor. Natural light weapon (fists). Genius intellect, can talk. 
• Pose Psychic Conundrum. Constant. It inflicts +1 Wound of philosophical thought as a free action on one 

target a round. Those hit must pass an Awareness test difficulty 10 or lose their next action.  
 

Towering Assertions 
 
Philosopher ogres mastered the art of debating esoteric fine details for years at a time. Eventually the force of their 
psychic investment in their theoretical sparring began to form a communal energy presence. Eventually they learned 
to weaponize their contentious debate over minutiae. 
 
The leader of the community puts forth an assertion. Then, all members of the community add to it, and attack it, 
and twist it, and hammer at it with their formidable intellects. The smooth obelisk of the assertion is twisted, pulled, 
torn, hammered, printed, shaped, broken, and scoured. The profound investment of focus and psychic energy infuses 
the abstract assertion with power and life. After years, decades, sometimes centuries of argument, sometimes an 
assertion reaches a point where no one in the community has any further dissent. 
 
When all in the community agree on an assertion in its modified form, it takes on a quasi-sentience and intense 
loyalty to the community. It represents their solidarity on an idea, even something like “The color yellow is soothing 
to certain marsupials” or “The quality of wetness can only be communicated between sentient entities.” It does not 
need to be relevant. It needs only be tested and debated to the point of absolute agreement with all those in the 
community. 
 
Towering Assertion. Like a lightning-struck burned tree hissing with glowing runes, 15 ft. tall, 1,500 lbs. 
15 Wounds. Natural light armor. Very heavy attack. Monster cunning, can’t speak. Awareness +7. 
• Potential Controversy. Constant. It can become almost invisible; Awareness difficulty 15 if holding still, 12 if 

creeping, and 9 if is lumbering. 
• Explosive Premise. 3 AP. Focus action. Affects 3 half arenas adjacent to each other (in a row, or around it, etc; 

it is not harmed by its own attack.) All those in that space take 3 Wounds. Those who can reach cover and test 
Daring difficulty 10 take 1 Wound.  

• Dismiss Argument. Constant.  10 on the Face Die, target loses a weapon to adjacent arena, takes +1 Wound.  
• Eject From Debate. 1 AP. A target hit by the monster’s melee attack takes 2 Wounds and flies to an adjacent 

arena, taking a hit for 0-1 Wounds upon landing (depending on what it hits.)  
• Inevitable Conclusion. Constant. When it dies, everyone in the arena takes 3 Wounds; 2 Wounds for targets 

who attempt to dodge with a Daring test difficulty 10 and fail, 1 Wound for those who succeed.  
 
Flaw: Running Water. If it touches running water for an entire round, it takes 1 Wound it can’t soak. 
 


